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rz / 1D( INTRODUCTION

A number of explosive azides, including lead azide, can be

initiated by the application of sufficient voltage via conducting elec-
trical contacts. This occurs for both single crystal (1-4) and pressed

pellet (5,6) samples. The effect is normally referred to as electric

field initiaton and we shall adopt that terminology here. The related

problem of the sensitivity of azide compounds to static electric charg-

ing and electric discharge has also received considerable attention (7).
These phenomena are relevant to safety in the storage and handling of
munitions items (lead azide is the Army's prevalent primary explosive),

and to novel initiation mechanisms for potential fuzing applications

(,).

A great deal of work has been done to characterize field initi-

ation effects in explosives 3-.7-,6-- and to understand them on the basis

of the fundamental electronic, decomposition and conductivity properties

-j- 2 ) of the materials. .. et _it has been difficult to relate experi-
ments using single crystals (easiest to reproduce and understand) to

experiments on pressed pell(cs and powders. .Otr-rumt .iesults.and -,

.anal-y&:is, reported here, indicate that contact and surface effects are

central to understanding the electric field initiation of explosives
and to relating the results of experiments performed under different
conditions and on different sample forms.

A. Background

An experiment which measures the threshold voltage for electric
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field initiation of an explosivo is basically straightforward. A sample
is placed between two electrical contacts and a voltage applied in some
prescribed manner until initiation is observed. On the other hand the
analysis of the experiment is not at all straightforward; the effects

of several parameters (such as the dielectric and conductivity properties

of the explosive, the nature of the electrical contact and the particu-

lar sample-electrode geometry) must be taken into account. Only by

considering these parameters can the electric field intensity, in the
sample, be determined as a function of position. As we will show, it
is a detailed knowledge of the field distribution which leads to an
understanding of electric field initiation.

Our previous experiments (1,2,3) on lead azide [Pb(N 3 )9 ] using
gold contacts and a sandwich geometry showed the following: Single

crystals initiate upon the application of a voltage corresponding to an
average threshold electric field (voltage/sample thickness) of 3.5 X
10 V/cm. Gold forms a blocking (non-injecting) contact to Pb(N3),
under the conditions of the experiments. The voltage drop across Ehe
sample is relatively uniform near threshold voltages, i.e., the bulk of
the sample experiences an electric field near the average field. The
pressed pellet threshold average field approximates the single crystal
value. Simultaneous application of low-intensity band gap radiation
decreases the single crystal (but not the pressed pellet) threshold
average field by a factor of two; this was explained qualitatively in
terms of free charge motion and a consequent field redistribution
resulting in higher electric field at the metal-explosiY2 surface._l
Finally, the conductivity of Pb(N )2 is very low, "' 10 (ohm-cm)
while photoconductivity is up to ?our orders of magnitude higher.

Russian experiments (6) on cupric azide [Cu(N 3 ) ] and thallousazide TIN 3 1pressed pellets found that threshold field values depend
on the electronic work function of the metal contacts. This was inter-

preted to be evidence for the injection of charge. Experiments by

Leopold (5) on Pb(N 3 )2 pressed pellets showed that no initiation occurs,
even at much higher fields, if either or both of the electrodes were
separated from the sample by thin mylar sheets.

In the analysis of experiments the dielectric constant of lead

azide was generally taken to be v 5, based on pressed pellet data (8).
The stoichiometry and impurity content of the lead azide powders were
not characterized.

B. Approach

Our theoret'cal aims were twofold: to understand and model
the Russian field initiation experiments (6) (the proposed explanation
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appears neither reasonable nor useful in understanding other field
initiation experiments); and to form a quantitative basis for under-
standing internal field distributions in azide explosives. The average

threshold field value (voltage/sample thickness) simply does not provide

sufficient information for comparative purposes.

Three areas of experimental work were indicated by the

theoretical results and preliminary analysis. Leopold's experiments (5)
were extended to single crystals and pellets of Pb(N 3)2 at higher fields,

and the effects of simultaneous irradiation examined. Pb(N 3 )2 single
crystal dielectric constants were measured as a function of crystallo-

graphic direction. And the gross surface properties of explosive azides

were examined by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy.

The individual results are described in the next Sections,

and are assembled into a general picture in the DISCUSSION Section.

THEORETICAL RESULTS

A. Initiation by Carrier Emission from Schottky Barrier Contacts

'Recent Russian work on the initiation of Cu(N 3 )2 and 1yN 3 by

the application of a voltage to metal electrodes contactIng high-density

pressed pellets (0.02 cm thick) has revealed that the threshold field
E for initiation depends on the electrode material (6). Three metals
were examined. In order of increasing work function, they were Zn, Cu

and W. With Cu(N)2, it was found that E increases with increasing
work function of e anode metal; and with TXN . that E decreases with
increasing work function of the cathode metal there istalso a weaker

dependence on anode metal). Et values (using applied voltage/ sample
thickness) cvresponding to 50% initiation probability fell between

1.1-6.8 x 10 V/cm, with changes of 10-80% when the contact metals were
varied.

This effect was associated with hole injection into the

valence band in the case of Cu(N )2 , and with double injection into the
valence and conduction bands in he case of TZN 3, in both cases followed

by impact ionization (6). However, it is difficult to understand how

the work function can play any significant role in a model based on

current injection, for then (with the ohmic contacts that injection

explicitly requires) current limitation is a bulk or volume phenomenon;

and the electrodes should play no part other than to provide current
carriers as the volume field conditions demand (9). In a later publi-
cation (10) the Russian group also qualitatively attributes the effect
to the emission of carriers into the bulk at a Schottky-type barrier
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contact (11) but offers no quantitative accounting of the electrode
material-dependent initiation data (6). Such an accounting, together
with a discussion of the limitations of the emission model, is provided
by our theoretical model (12).

Considering Cu(N) first, we demonstrate that an increase of
E with anode metal work unction is consistent with a model based on

the emission of holes into the valence band at a Schottky barrier
contact. The metal-Cu(N 3 )2 contact is viewed as that between a metal
and a p-type semiconductor, as shown in Figure 1. Our detailed analysis

CONDUCTION Figure 1. Energy band
,Z .ANo diagram for a p-type

EDoo

semiconductor-metal

ENErOG Schottky barrier contact
-VALENCE with thickness d, barrier

S -XXX -O height I, surface poten-

T- '- v wf tial Vs and Fermi energy
METAL p-TYPE SEMICONOUCTOR Wf.

shows that when a back-bias voltage is applied to a Schottky barrier
contact, the nonequilibrium electric field E at the interface in the

presence of an applied voltage V is

E = A [V - W + (i1/2)
s mI

where A and I' are related to material properties of the semiconductor
only, and W is the metal work function. This shows that there can be
a trade-off between W and a threshold applied voltage V t (equivalent tom rd-f ewe Wt

an average applied electric field when scaled by the sample thickness)
if initiatio.- is associated with a critical interface field Esgrit"
The observation with Cu(N 3 )2 can then be understood qualitativ y. for as
the electrode work function increases V t must also increase to have the
right-hand side of Eq. 1 remain equal to a given constant E value.

sP crit

For semi-quantitative agreement, V t must be comparable to (or

smaller than) r-W . In the Russian experiments V was approximately

400 volts, much larger than reasonable values for r (a few volts at most).

Thus it would appear that our model does not apply. However, the samples

were pressed pellets comprising individual powder grains that are most
likely separated by potential barriers (13). In that event, the voltage
drop across each grain, including those in contact with the electrodes,
is V/n where n is the number of grains in the specimen thickness; and
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further, the potential drop within each grain is predominantly across

the -urface barriers. Thus, if the grain diameter is about a micron

(10 cm), n = 200 and V is about 2 volts. Then V and r are of the

same order and the modei becomes plausible. Using reasonable values

for semiconductor material properties and letting Vt = r = 2 volts
yields (from 5Equagion (1)) E -= 2 .2xlO volts/cm, a plausible value.

Fields of 10 -10 volts/cm equently cause destructive breakdown in

other materials owing to carrier emission into the bulk.

Similar analysis shows the plausibility of viewing the metal-

TeN contact as that between a metal and an n-type semiconductor, with

iniLation associated with electron emission from the contact into the

conduction band at a threshold Es,crit'

B. Interface Electric Field Distributions in a Sandwich Geometry

The one-dimensional sample-electrode configuration considered

is shown in Figure 2. The sample is a slab with parallel sides and

thickness d, located symmetrically a distance t/2 away from two parallel

capacitively coupled electrodes (electrode spacing is L). The static

dielectric of the sample is c, and that of the spacing material c'

(e. for free space). Complete field distributions were determined for

three assumptions as to the nature of the specimen: perfect insulator,

intrinsic semiconductor, and extrinsic semiconductor (uniform photo-

excitation can be included in the last two cases) (14). For all non-

uniform fields the maximum field value in the sample occurs at the sur-

face, and so results for only the surface field are presented.

ELECTRODE SAMPLE

£ /Figure 2. Sample of thickness

/ /d and dielectric constant c

between two electrodes sep-

/2/ arated by the distance L. The

,1 spacing material has the di-

, electric constant e'.
/ r

/ /
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In the perfect dielectLc case, the field is uniform throughout
the sample and so is equal to the surface field E which is simply5,

V

S Kr+d (2)

where r = /c', the dielectric constant of the sample relative to that

of the spacing medium. Equation (2) implies the following: For the case

where the sample is directly contacted (=O), E = V/L. It the sample
is thin (d<<), E = V/K rL. for given t and d, Sincreasing Kr leads to

a decreasing E5 . r

In the intrinsic semiconductor case, mobile carriers of both

signs accumulate on the surfaces and screen out the applied field. It
is assumed that overall charge neutrality is maintained, and that no

immobile free charge is present. If the uniform free charge density is
p and the surface free charge per unit area a is induced upon application

of a voltage, o=pd up to the limit o = 'V/ (in which case the field

is totally screened from the sample). Then

V - We, . (3)
S K rZ + d

It is clear from Equation (3) that the presence of a uniform mobile free
charge distribution can only lower the value of E from its perfect
dielectric value (for constant V). This conclusion holds equally well
for uniformly generated photo-carriers if both carrier types are mobile.
The presence of free carriers of both types has the effect of changing

the relative dielectric constant of Equation (2) by

K rV + d/c'K (4)
K r V-o2/c'

The extrinsic semiconductor case assumes that only one carrier
type is mobile, and the compensating volume charge is present in the
form of immobile charged impurities or trapped carriers. The analysis
and results are more complicated, as two separate cases must be consid-

ered: complete sweep-out and partial sweep-out (of the mobile charge).
In the former, the volume charge density p is insufficient to provide
complete screening of the applied field anywhere in the sample. In the

latter, a portion of the sample is completely screened. The complete
sweep-out case occurs when p is less than a critical charge density p cr
(which depends on the voltage), and the partial sweep-out case when p

exceeds pt, wherecr9 2 0s
cr d (2 + d)

r
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The field at the surface is then

E V + pd /2c forp<r , (6)
S K t+d crr

and E = i, 2'V 2. -1} fors -' I + K-- Z -i Por O cr .

Both expressions in Equation (6) lead to larger values of E than do
eitner of Equations (2) and (3). E increases monotonically with p, and
its maximum change can be seen to be

E (p o) K /

s r

(note that this ratio approaches infinity as Z approaches zero).

Equations (2), (3) and (6) will be used in the following Sec-.'..
.tions to aid in the interpretation of experiments.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Threshold Initiation Fields in Pb(N3 )2

All experiments were performed in the sandwich geometry of
Figure 2. Prior results with direct explosive-metal contact were summa-
rized above, and only the non-contacted experiments (t # 0 in Figure 2)
are discussed here. The importance of using single crystal as well as
pressed pellet samples is evident from the fact that the Schottky barrier
model presented earlier explicitly requires the presence of intergrain
barriers (for semiquantitative agreement with the Russian experiments).
In the analysis of experiments with single crystals, only the barriers
at the azide metal contacts are considered.

5Samples were mounted between mylar insulators in a vacuum chamber
at 2x10 torr. (The high voltage experiments reported by Leopold (5)
were performed with the samples immersed in oil). Care was taken to
avoid discharges from the high voltage points of the sample holder to
ground. The voltage was increased in steps of 500 volts to a maximum
of 5 kV, and was held constant for 30 sec at each step.

The expression appropriate to calculating the average electric
field in the sample E is Equation (2), which is also the expression for
the surface field if the field is uniform throughout the sample. Lead
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azide's dielectric constant (c/F.) was taken to be 5 for the values
quoted in this Section.

3 No initiation ocurred in the pressed pellet samples (Q.5

gm/cm density, 1-3 x 10 cm thick), using She insulated electrodes,
up to the highest E - values applied, 1.4x10 V/cm. This corresponds
to the upper limit (5 kV) of the power supply for the sample dimensions

used. It is a factor of four greater than the E - values that lead to

initiation in contacted samples (1-3), and a factor of two greater than
the highest E - value reported by Leopold (5). The same result (no

initiation) held for single crystal samples (grown by the method of
Garrett (15), and cut and polished to provide paral~el flat surfaces),

with the highest E - value attained being 1.02 x 10 V/cm. The highest

E - values were maintained on the sample for about a half-hour. Some

samples were subjected to combinations of 400.0 nm irradiation (strongly

absorbed by Pb(N 3 )2 ) and a strong field, for both polarities, again with
no initiation.

The results lead us to conclude that electrode interface effects

dominate the field initiation of Pb(N 3 )2 single crystals and pressed

pellets, with or without simultaneous low-level, strongly absorbed
radiation, when the samples are directly contacted with the electrodes.

Samples not directly contacted can sustain rather higher fields without

initiation. It will be clear from the results below that only relative

values of E are reliable from these experiments; they were performed
without determining crystallographic orientation, and the dielectric

constant will be seen to be strongly anisotropic.

B. Dielectric Constant Measurements on Pb(N 3 )2

Measurements were performed using both the GR-1615-A and GR-716-C

capicitance bridges. The technique, and expressions used to deduce

dielectric constants, are described elsewhere (16). The single crystal
samples were grown by the method of Garrett (15), crystallographically2

oriented, and cut and polished into plates (,0.05 cm thick, and 0.1 cm

surface area).

The dielectric constants (e/cc), measured along the unit cell

axes, were found to be highly anisotropic: K<100> = 17; K<010> = 120

and K<001> = 40. The experimental inaccuracy was + 10%, and is a conse-

quence of the difficulty of measuring the small evaporated electrode

surface areas, the lack of perfectly parallel sample surfaces, and

unaccounted edge capacitances. The v~lues a~e frequency-indeperent

at roSm temperature over the range 10 to 10 Hz. At a fixed fre4uency

of 10 Hz, the dielectric constant varies slightly with temperature
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(it has a positive slope), changing by 2% over the temperature range

-1000° to + 100'C. The diqsipation factor is small for each orientation
(<10 ), indicating negligible loss over the frequency range investigated.

The dielectric constant of Pb(N 3) is thus both highly aniso-

tropic and large compared to most other materials. The value determined
for pressed pellets depends on the density and is lower than the lowest
crystalline value because of averages over direction and voids. In any

case, it is clear that the threshold initiation field experiments discus-
sed earlier have to be done on oriented crystals in order to use Equation
(12) to obtain reliable absolute values of E; and that true average

threshold field values for crystals are lower than those quoted earlier

and in the literature.

C. Elemental Surface Composition Studies of Explosive Azides

The x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) technique, and its

application to the study of explosives, were described at a previous
Army Science Conference (17). The technique determines the binding

energies of electronic states by measuring the kinetic energies of
x-ray-induced photoelectrons (using a monochromatic x-ray source). This
allows elemental analysis, and yields information on the chemical states
of observed elements. The signal from the first few surface layers
makes the dominant contribution to the total XPS signal.

The XPS spectra were obtained with a Varian IEE-15 Spectremeter.

The samples were either mounted as powders on Scotch Tape, sprayed onto
a gold substrate from a methanol solution, or prepared by exposing the
metal to RN3 vapor. The powdered samples of alkali halides, alkali

azides, thailous azide, and laboratory grade lead azide were freshly
ground before mounting and insertion into the instrument. Silver azide,
copper azide and commercial grade Pb(N 3 )2 were not ground. Light-sensi-

tive samplev were handled in weak sodium-light. Details of the methods

and approxiriations used to analyze the results are available elsewhere
(18).

All samples showed significant surface contamination. Carbon

is generally the dominant element detected, the amount being greater by

d iactor of three to ten over the constituents of the sample (taking

relative cross-sections into account). The position of the C ls 12
peak indi:ates that the carbon is present in hydrocarbon form. Le s
oxygen contaminant is detected, but the amount is comparable to that
of the host cation.

The degree of surface stoichiometry was examined by comparing

intensity ratios of the sample's constituent elements (again taking

relative cross sections into account). The results indicate that the
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surface layers sampled were approximately stoichiometric for the

following compounds (examinedI as a basis for comparison): NaCe, KBr,

AgCe, T C., KN and RbN . In contrast, surface layers of the explosive

azides Pb(N3)2$ AgN, TIN3' and Cu(N3)2 were generally defic'.ent

in azide content. 1n the cases of AgN , TZN , and Pb(N 3 )9 , the degree of

surface stoichiometry depends on the cliemical preparation-of the sample

and also on its history. Freshly prepared samples of AgN3 gave

stoichiometric ratios between 0.6 and 0.9 (ratio of anion to cation

concentration, normalized to unity for correct stoichiometry). Samples

2-3 years old gave values ranging from 0.2 to 0.4. When an old sample

was exposed to aqueous vapors of 11N 3 overnight, the stoichiometric ratio

improved somewhat, but not to unity.

[b b4d 3/2  Pb 4d5/,2

'ls'

Is Figure 3. XPS spectra of 2,
, in a binding energy range having

ctboth Pb and N signals, for

\unirradiated (upper) and photo-
< decomposed (lower) samples.

Z
ZI z
D
0
0

440 420 400 eV

The highest ratio (0.73) obtained for Pb(N 3)2 was on samples

freshly prepared and exposed to HN3 vapor. The value for the upper

curve of Figure 3 is 0.68. Samples which had been kept in the laboratory

for a few months in the dark, and not freshly ground, gave values of

0.44. C.minercial grade Pb(N ) had stoichiometric ratios ranging

from 0.22 to 0.38. Samples su jected to sub-initiation level shocks

showed an increase in the ratio. This is probably due to particle
break-up and consequent exposure of fresh surfaces, assuming that the

bulk of the material has a higher stoichiometry than the old surfaces.

Thallous azide exhi ited behavior similar to that of lead azide.

Aged samples showed a lack of stoichiometry on the surface, which could

be increased to a value of unity by exposure to HN3 vapors overnight.
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ALl of the explosive azides investigated decompose when
irradiated. This is illustrated in the lower curve of Figure 3, where
the ratio of azide nitrogen to lead was considerably reduced by
irradiation. In many samples of Pb(N ) and TZN , all nitrogen can be
removed from the sample surface layers gy irradiation. Irradiation of
silver and copper azides removes all azide nitrogen signal, and the
results suggest the formation of stable nitrides. In normal haudling,
azides are exposed to room light (irradiation). Thus non-stoichiometry
and the presence of other compounds at the surfaces which will influence
electrical contact properties can be expected.

It appears that surface layers on lead azide form a protective
coating, preventing further decomposition with aging (otherwise, a
twenty-year-old sample would not give any azide signal). This is
consistent with the fact that shock waves improve stoichiometry due
to cracking and exposing of new surfaces. In addition, twenty-year-old
samples can be detonated, indicating appreciable azide content in the
bulk although the surface stoichiometry is poor.

DISCUSSION

Our results have been discussed individually in earlier Sections.
A more general discussion is performed here relating them to each other
and to prior results. The most important conclusion is that contact
and surface effects dominate the electric field initiation properties of
explosive azides, and that this can explain apparent discrepancies when
comparing experiments performed under dissimilar conditions. The
detailed mechanisms involved are not fully understood, but the nature of
the crucial experiments and calculations are now clear.

The Russian field initiation experiments (6) provided an
important clue to the role of interface contacts. Our theoretical model
shows that the experiments using non-ohmic metal contacts can be
explained if initiation is the result of a critical threshold field
E i at the metal-explosive interface. A different value of E
woO'iihen be associated with each explosive azide, and be independent
of the nature of the non-ohmic metal contact (s3 long as a contact is
available); its magnitude is of the order of 10 V/cm in Cu(N )2 and
TZN . Recall that our model cannot explain these experimentat results
witaout explicitly taking the pressed pellet nature of the samples into
account. The field initiation experiments on contacted Pb(N 3)2 samples
appear also to require a critical interface field.

These conclusions point to an initiation model involving
carrier emission from a barrier contact. Two alternative mechanisms
are suggested for this emission model based on field breakdown mechanisms
in the literature. Both rely on high local internal fields to generate
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hot electrons, which can then cause impact ionization. The first,
due to O'Dwyer (19), assumes that the impact ionizacion leads to ava-
lanche multiplication with eventual breakdown at the exit electrode,
where most of the energy of impact-generated carriers is dissipated.
The second mechanism, due to DiStefano and Shatzkes (20), suggests that
impact ionization generates a space charge in the volume of the sample
which concentrates the internal field at the emitting electrode; this
in turn produces an increase in the emission current, with eventual
catastrophic power dissipation at the entrance electrode. The choice

between the two mechanisms (for a given explosive azide) can thus be
made on the basis of experiments that determine whether initiation
occurs near tne entrance or exit electrode.

The experiments of Leopold (5), and their extensions reported
here, showed that no initiation occurs without direct metallic contact
up to the limits of the experimental apparatus. This is consistent with
the emission model just presented. Values for the interface fields

E attained can be calculated from Equation (2) by using the approp-
riate dieLectric constant K . Lead azide's dielectric constant was

r
found to be large and highly anisotropic. Thus single crystal experi-
ments on oriented samples must be performed to establish reliable values
of the highest E attained in the samples; and other experiments
testing at what value of E initiation occurs, without direct contact,
would be valuable. S

Our previous model for the photo-electronic initiaton effect
(decrease in average threshold field for initiation when strongly absorbed
Jight is applied simultaneously) involved a redistribution of the electric
field as a consequence of the illumination. The analysis of the field
initiation experiments provides a more quantitative basis for this model.
We assume that Pb(N3) 2 is highly insulating (a perfect dielectric), and
acts as an extrinsic semiconductor upon irradiation. Equations (6)
and (7) then describe the increase in E that can result from a uniform-

ly absorbed radiation pulse. The analysis must be expanded to include
non-uniformly absorbed irradiation (which is straightforward), and also
the direct (C=O) metallic contact situation (as in the Schottky barrier
analysis).

Finally, our surface studies of explosive azides give the first

unambiguous picture of the topmost several layers of these materials.
The presence of contamination and absence of stoichiometry in even
laboratory quality sample surfaces apparently results from the highly
reactive nature of the surfaces. This may explain why attempts to find
injecting contacts have not been successful, and also how to overcome
this problem. The relation between prior treatment of azide surfaces
and the sensitivity of explosive azide powders bears closer scrutiny.
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CONCLUSIONS

An integrated experimental and theoretical program to understand

the field initiation properties of explosive azides has resulted in an

important broad conclusion. Contact and surface effects dominate the

electric field initiation properties of these materials. This realiza-

tion has been successfully used to relate the results of experiments

performed under different conditions on different sample forms.

The results and4miders.rand-ing are directly relevant to a number

of novel fuzing device applications (e.g., fuzes that require more than

one stimulus to fire), and to safety against electrical and electrostatic
hazards in the storage and handling of munitions.
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